PARSHAT VAYAKHEL

ISSUE NO. 3

THE SHIRA CLUB

Diary of whimpy Kid (aka Yards)
So listen. Life at the moment
totally sucks coz there is this
awesome thing going on at
shira on purim and everyone
already knows what there
costumes are and who they
are going with. i feel like
such a looser coz i don’t
know what to go as. i wish i
had an idea. i decided to chat
to Samuel and ketoret to see
if they had any ideas but
they were like ‘oh my gosh i
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Across
4. the portable house for god that the jews built while they were in the desert
5. the name of the program started at shira for kids where you can get prizes
7. number of tablets all together
8. number of commandments that were written on the tablets
10. she gives you what you want every shabbat morning
11. the chag that is coming up very soon
13. ketoret and ariel dressed up as one
Down
1. the idol that the jews made in last week's parsha
2. Moshe's sister
3. Moshe's brother
6. shira kids' favourite lolly flavour
9. A prophetess hint:(Last week's biblical profile)
12. The name of this week's parsha

can’t believe you don’t know
what your going as yet!’ that
totally made me more
freaked out. I better work it
out fast coz if i rock up in a
lame costume it will basically
be social suicide.
If you think you can help email
yardena.prawer@gmail.com
with your ideas

BIBLICAL
PROFILE

AWESOME COSTUME IDEAS

name: bezalel
Occupation:
Interior designer
Greatest
accomplishment:
Co-designed of the
mishkan together
with God

PARSHAT VAYAKHEL- WE’RE
ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

Cool fact: has a
whole school of art
named after him in
Israel

Did you know that vayakhel means
‘and he gathered’ as in and he
brought the whole nation together to
work on the mishkan as a communal
project. The message was if we all
work together then we can achieve
something truly awesome.

QUIZ QUESTIONS

1. what is the name of the guy who was asked to help with the design of the
mishkan
2. Name three different vessels in the mishkan
3. which person in shira is an artist like bezalel?

WHO’S HAIR IS THIS?
Who has better hair
?

Justin Bieber	

Taylor swift	


Hannah Montana	

Pebby	

\

Shmuli Unger	


